CALGARY ASSOCIATED DOG FANCIERS
GLENMORE LANDING POSTAL OUTLET
P.O. BOX 72143
D167, 1600 - 90TH AVENUE S.W.
CALGARY, ALBERTA T2V 5H9
SUMMARY OF CADF LAND USE RULES
PLEASE NOTE THAT NEITHER CADF AND/OR THE CITY OF CALGARY ASSUMES RESPONSIBILITY FOR INJURY
TO DOGS AND/OR PERSONS WHILE ON THE SECURE FENCED PROPERTY. EVERY MEMBER HAS AGREED
AND ACCEPTED THIS AS A TERM AND CONDITION OF THEIR MEMBERSHIP.
The undersigned member/s has agreed to abide by the following Land Use Rules set out by CADF:

1. I agree to help in keeping the field clean. Specifically I agree to pick up my dogs’ excrement and other excrement or
garbage (particularly broken glass) I observe while using the land.
2. I will not enter the field until it has been cleared of other persons and/or animals, unless all parties agree otherwise.
3. I will limit my time in the field to 20 minutes if another valid land user is waiting to use the field.
4. I agree that only the dog(s) that are municipally licensed to my household are eligible to use the field. I will
not allow any other person, even a person believed to be a member, access to the field by leaving the gate open. All
members will have their own key and use it to enter.
5. I agree that the key issued to me is only to be used by myself (NOT TRANSFERABLE) and it will not be duplicated. I
understand that this key is and remains the property of CADF and will be surrendered on demand. Should the key not
be returned as required I understand that I will be liable for the costs of re-keying (approximately $700.00).
6. I understand that I must be in full control of my dog(s) while moving my dog(s) from my vehicle to inside the field. I
understand that outside the gate is an “on-leash” area. I understand that I must personally accompany my dog(s)
while my dog(s) use the field.
7. I understand I will forfeit my key and land use privileges if, in the reasonable opinion of CADF’s Land Use Committee
(or any other person or body authorized by CADF) I have violated CADF rules. Further, I understand that reasonable
opinion need not be proved, but will include a determination of the seriousness of the violation and the number of
occurrences and/or complaints received.
8. I understand that no business may be conducted within the boundaries of the field. This includes the sale, transfer or
exchange of dogs by any club, breeder or individual, as well as the screening and interviewing of potential owners.
9. I agree to participate in one of the designated ‘Clean-Up Days’ for the minimum required hours. I understand that should
I fail to participate in some fashion with the upkeep of the Land. Extenuating conditions will be assessed by the Land
Committee.
10. Absolutely no smoking in the park or in the parking lot.
11. Hours of use. No member allowed in the park one hour after sunset until dawn the following day.
12. There will be no admittance of members during maintenance or while the lawn is being cut. Notice given when
possible.
13. The Goals of the Club will be acknowledged and supported by all land users, in the promoting good dog ownership
and good dog behavior including the actions of all persons and dogs seen by the public within the field. Educating the
public towards these ends also includes positive interaction between land users and the neighboring community. We
are all Ambassadors of Good Dog Ownership!
Every CADF member agrees to abide by the Bylaws as well as helping to promote its objectives and Mission Statement associated with “responsible
dog ownership”. Conduct both inside and outside the field and behavior towards other members will be of the highest quality, and always in keeping
with the best interests of the Association.
Every member verifies that their application has been fully and accurately completed AND each member agrees that if their application is found to be
untrue or incomplete then their application and membership becomes null and void.
Print name, sign and date below in the presence of a CADF Land Committee member or designate.

Print Name

Signature

Witness

Date
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